Laying the Building Blocks for Our Collaborative Digital Future: Outreach at the University of Vermont Libraries' Center for Digital Initiatives

The digitization of special collections will become increasingly collaborative as demand for digital delivery rises, resources are stretched thinner, and interoperability improves. Implemented well, collaborative digitization can demonstrate the relevancy of special collections, enhance primary source research, and foster user communities.

This shift towards digital cooperation is evident in major undertakings (e.g. HathiTrust, World Digital Library) and grant funding patterns. Though many smaller-scaled programs have long featured partnered back-end and collection development, the RBMS community has been urged to further involve scholarly users and to implement active engagement strategies in our digital programs.

The University of Vermont (UVM) Libraries’ Special Collections is leading this charge by redefining its Center for Digital Initiatives (CDI). The CDI’s primary goal is for students, faculty, staff, scholars, and community members to participate as users and creators of digital research collections in an open, collaborative environment.

With the CDI’s second IMLS grant, I was hired as the Digital Initiatives Outreach Librarian to build an engaged user community which participates in CDI development, content and services. In this presentation, I will share the goals, best practices, and lessons of our:

- New collection proposal process
- Cultivation strategies
- Partner commitments & workflow
- Collaborative metadata creation
- Joint publicity campaigns

To illustrate the impact of these activities, I will highlight recent collections and diverse new audiences as well as share our assessment results. This session will greatly benefit institutions seeking effective, practical ways to make special collections digitization more participatory and collaborative.
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